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Abstract

In termination analysis of Logic Programs, most current tech-
niques are based on (semi) linear norms and level mappings, which
map terms and atoms to a well-founded order on the natural num-
bers.
In previous work we proposed a new termination analysis approach
based on polynomial interpretations. The idea of this approach is to
map each predicate and function symbol to a polynomial over some
domain of natural numbers, like it has been done in proving termi-
nation of TRS. In this paper we report on the development of an au-
tomated tool (Polytool) for proving termination of Logic Programs
based on polynomial orders. We present the different components
of the tool, report on extensive experimentation and compare with
other tools.
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1 Introduction

Termination analysis plays an important role in the study of program correct-
ness. A termination proof is mostly based on a mapping from computational
states to some well-founded ordered set. Termination is guaranteed if the mapped
values of the encountered states during a computation, under this mapping, de-
crease w.r.t. the order.
For Logic Programming (LP), termination analysis is done by mapping terms
and atoms to a well-founded set of natural numbers by means of norms and level
mappings. Proving termination is based on the search for a suitable norm and
level mapping such that the mapped value of the initial predicate call is bounded
and of the running predicate calls decrease under the mapping. Automated ter-
mination proof, however, does not take into account all computational states. It
focuses on verifying the decrease in size of recursive predicate calls, which corre-
spond to the loops that the execution passes through. Techniques in termination
analysis of LP can be separated into two classes: the global approach in which
a same norm is used for every loop and the local approach which uses different
norms for different loops.
Until now, most termination techniques in LP are based on the use of semilinear
norms and level mappings, which measure the size of each term or atom as a
linear combination of its subterms. For example, the Hasta La Vista [21], which



is a global approach, uses only one semilinear norm and the TerminWeb analyser
[24], which is a local approach, uses a combination of several semilinear norms for
termination analysis. A restriction of semilinear norms is that a lot of examples
require more powerful norms to verify their termination. The following example
dist, that formulates distribution laws, is one of them. This example was first
introduced in [10] (see also [20]).

Example 1 (dist).

dist(x, x). dist(x ∗ x, x ∗ x).

dist(X + Y, U + V ) : −dist(X, U), dist(Y, V ).

dist(X ∗ (Y + Z), T ) : −dist(X ∗ Y + X ∗ Z, T ).

dist((X + Y ) ∗Z, T ) : −dist(X ∗ Z + Y ∗ Z, T ).

We are interested in proving termination of this program w.r.t. the query set
S = {dist(t1, t2)|t1 is a ground term and t2 is a free variable}. A proof in [20]
shows that doing this on the basis of a semilinear norm and level mapping, by
applying the constraint-based method in [9], is impossible. Hasta La Vista and
TerminWeb also fail to prove termination. �

In a previous paper [18], we have developed a general framework based on the
use of polynomial interpretations as a basis for termination proof of LP. This
approach was first introduced by Lankford [16] and is now one of the best known
and widely used approaches in Term Rewriting Systems (TRS). We have shown
in [18] that it can be seen as a direct generalisation of currently used techniques
in LP termination based on semilinear norms and linear level mappings, where
linear polynomial functions are extended to arbitrary polynomials. We have also
shown that under this approach, examples as the above can be solved.
In this paper, we present an automated tool (Polytool) for termination analysis
based on this approach. We embedded this within the constraint-based approach
developed in [9] and combined it with the nonlinear Diophantine constraint solver
developed by Contejean, Marché and Urbain [5] to provide a complete and pow-
erful automated system.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we discuss some prelim-
inary results from [18]. In Section 3, we show how to transform all termination
conditions to Diophantine constraints which finally can be solved by a Diophan-
tine constraint solver to generate a suitable polynomial interpretation. In Section
4, we provide the results of an experimental evaluation and discuss these results.
We end with a conclusion in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notations and Terminology

We assume familiarity with logic programming concepts and with some main
results of logic programming [2, 17]. In the following, L denotes the language



underlying a definite logic program P . We use V arP , ConstP , FunP and PredP

to denote the set of variables, constant, function, and predicate symbols of L.
Given an atom A, rel(A) denotes the predicate occurring in A. Let TermP

and AtomP denote, respectively, the sets of all terms and atoms that can be
constructed from L. Let p, q be predicates occurring in the program P , we say
that p refers to q if there is a clause in P such that p is in its head and q is in
its body. We say that p depends on q if (p, q) is in the transitive closure of the
relation ”refer to”. If p depends on q and vice versa, p and q are called mutually
recursive, denoted by pwq. In this paper, we focus our attention only on definite
logic programs and SLD-derivations where the left-to-right selection rule is used.
Such derivations are referred to as LD-derivations; the corresponding derivation
tree as the LD-tree. We say that a query Q LD-terminates for a program P , if
the LD-tree for Q∪P is finite (left-termination [17]).

2.2 Polynomial Interpretations

Let N be the set of all natural numbers and A be a non-empty set, A⊆N. Let
P be a program and P

A
V arP

be a set of all polynomials in V arP over A. For

polynomials H, F∈P
A
V arP

let X1, . . . , Xn be the variables occurring in H or F .

The following definition sets up an order on P
A
V arP

.

Definition 1. We define an ordering ≥A on P
A
V arP

as H≥AF iff H−F ≥ 0 for
all instantiations a1, . . . , an∈A of X1, . . . , Xn respectively. A strict ordering >A

associated with ≥A is defined as H >A F iff H − F>0 for all a1, . . . , an∈A. If
H−F=0 for all a1, . . . , an∈A, we write H≤≥AF . For the other cases, H‖≥A

F .

Theorem 1. [18] The ordering >A on P
A
V arP

defined above is a well-founded
ordering.

The following notion of polynomial interpretations sets up an abstract version
of each function and predicate symbol.

Definition 2 (polynomial interpretation). [18] A polynomial interpretation
I for a language L consists of:

- a non-empty set A ⊆ N,
- an assignment associating each function symbol f/n in L with a polynomial

Pf (X1, . . . , Xn) from An to A, where the coefficients of Pf/n are in N, and
- an assignment associating each predicate symbol p/n in L with a polynomial

Pp(X1, . . . , Xn) from An to A, where the coefficients of Pp/n are in N.

Note that each constant symbol c in L can be considered an 0-ary function sym-
bol and is assigned to a constant cI of A. Similarly, each 0-ary predicate symbol
a is also mapped to a constant aI of A. An important condition that needs to be
guaranteed is ”A-closedness under polynomial evaluation”, i.e. f∈FunP∪PredP ,
a1, . . . , an∈A⇒ Pf (a1, . . . , an)∈A. This extra condition is needed because terms
are recursively defined from their subterms. Since the sets of terms TermP and



atoms AtomP can be infinite, A is usually required to be an infinite set. In
this paper, we only allow A = N\{0, . . . , µ − 1}, with some µ≥0. Under this
condition, H≤≥AF in Definition 1 holds iff the two polynomials are identical,
denoted by H≡F , i.e. all their corresponding coefficients are equal.

Definition 3 (polynomial norm). [18] The polynomial norm associated with
a polynomial interpretation I is a mapping ‖.‖I : TermP→P

A
V arP

which is de-
fined recursively as:

- ‖X‖I = X if X is a variable,
- ‖f(t1, . . . , tn)‖I = Pf (‖t1‖I , . . . , ‖tn‖I), where Pf (X1, . . . , Xn) is the same

as in the definition of I.

Definition 4 (polynomial level mapping). [18] The polynomial level map-
ping associated with a polynomial interpretation I is a mapping |.|I : AtomP→P

A
V arP

which is defined as: |p(t1, . . . , tn)|I = Pp(‖t1‖I , . . . , ‖tn‖I) where Pp(X1, . . . , Xn)
is as in the definition of I.

2.3 Termination Conditions w.r.t. Polynomial Interpretations

First, we need the following notion of a call set.

Definition 5 (call set). Let P be a program and S be a set of atomic queries.
The call set, Call(P, S), is the set of all atoms A, such that a variant of A is
the selected atom in some derivation for (P, Q), for some Q∈S.

In practice, Call(P, S) can be specified as a set of call patterns and represented
in a form of types. In this paper, we use rigid types and the type inference
technique proposed by Janssens and Bruynooghe in [14] to compute the type
presentation of Call(P, S). In the following, we recall some basic definitions and
discuss some examples to illustrate the main idea. For further study, we refer to
[9, 14].
There are a number of primitive types, each is used to represent a particular
subset of constants in the language (e.g. INT, REAL). Let P denote the set
of all primitive types in the language. We assume that there exists a function
Denote: P→ 2ConstP . Rigid types are formally defined by means of type graphs,
which are an instance of directed graphs, as follows:

Definition 6 (rigid type graph). [14] A rigid type graph T is a 5-tuple,
(Nodes, ForArcs, BackArcs, Label, ArgPos), where

1. Nodes is a finite, non-empty set of nodes,
2. ForArcs ⊆Nodes×Nodes such that (Nodes, ForAcrs) is a tree,
3. BackArcs ⊆Nodes×Nodes such that for arc (m, n)∈BackArcs, node n is an

ancestor of node m in ForArcs,
4. Label is a function Nodes → P ∪ConstP ∪ FuncP ∪ PredP∪ {MAX,OR},
5. ArgPos is a function:

⋃

k>0({m∈Nodes|Label(m) = f/k∈FuncP ∪ PredP }
× {1...,k})→ Nodes\ {root}, such that for each m∈Nodes, with Label(m)
= f/k, ArgPos(m,.): {1...,k} → Nodes is a bijection from {1..., k} onto
{n∈Nodes|(m, n) ∈ ForArcs∪BackArcs}.



The following example shows how to use rigid type graphs to represent a call
set:

Example 2 (permute). Let us consider the following permute program:

permute([], []).

permute(L, [H |T ]) : −delete(H, L, L1), permute(L1, T ). (1)

delete(H, [H |T ], T ).

delete(X, [H |T ], [H |T1]) : −delete(X, T, T1). (2)

and a query set Q1 = {permute(t1, t2)|t1 is a nil-terminated list, t2 is a free
variable}. The call set corresponding to the query set is S = Q1 ∪ Q2, where
Q2 = {delete(t1, t2, t3)|t2 is a nil-terminated list, t1 and t3 are free variables}. It
can be represented by two rigid type graphs as in figure 1.

OR

MAX

MAX

./2Nil

perm

(1)

(1)

(2)(1)

(a) permute

./2

OR

Nil

MAX

MAXMAX

(3)
(4)

(4)

(4)

(5)

del

(b) delete

Fig. 1. Critical paths of permute/2 and delete/3

Graph 1(a) represents the call pattern associating with Q1, where the left
branch of the root perm corresponds to the first argument t1 and the right
branch maps to the second argument of free variable t2. The node OR shows
that t1 can be an empty list Nil or a list containing a head of a free variable
and a tail of a nil-terminated list. Similarly, 1(b) represents the call pattern
associating with Q2. �

Definition 7 (critical path, adapted from [9]). Let T = (Nodes, ForArcs,
BackArcs, Label, ArgPos) be a rigid type. A critical path in T is a path of arcs
in ForArcs from the root node to a node labeled MAX.

Example 3 (permute-continued). In figure 1, there are five critical paths: (1):
((perm,OR),(OR,./2), (./2,MAX)), (2): ((perm, MAX)), (3): ((del,MAX)), (4):
((del,OR),(OR,./2),(./2,MAX)), and (5): ((del,MAX)). �



In [4], Bossi, Cocco and Fabris discussed rigidity of Call(P, S) w.r.t. a semi-
linear norm and level mapping for some P and S. It is then generally extended
to the case of rigidity of Call(P, S) w.r.t. a general term ordering in [7]. In [18],
we study rigidity of terms (or atoms) w.r.t. a polynomial interpretation. Let us
adapt some basic definitions from it.

Definition 8 (rigidity w.r.t. a polynomial interpretation). [18] Let t ∈
UE

P ∪ BE
P be a term or an atom. Let I be a polynomial interpretation. t is called

rigid w.r.t. I iff for any substitution θ, ‖t‖I≤≥A‖tθ‖I . A set S of terms and
atoms is called rigid w.r.t. a I iff all elements of the set are rigid w.r.t. I.

Definition 9. [18] Let I be a polynomial interpretation and t be a term. The
ith occurrence X(i) of a variable X in t is called relevant w.r.t. I if there exists
a replacement {s→X(i)} of a term s for X(i) such that ‖t{s→X(i)}‖I 6≡‖t‖I . We
call V REL(t) the set of all relevant occurrences of variables in t.

Obviously from Definition 9, if a term t is not rigid w.r.t. I , there must be some
relevant occurrence of some variable in t.

Proposition 1. [18] Let I be a polynomial interpretation and t be a term. If
V REL(t) = ∅, then t is rigid w.r.t. I.

An advantage of polynomial interpretations is that they characterize the rigid-
ity of a term in a purely syntactic way: namely to verifying the emptiness of
V REL(t).

We also need the following notion of polynomial interargument relations.

Definition 10 (polynomial interargument relation). [18] Let P be a pro-
gram, p/n be a predicate in P and I be a polynomial interpretation. A polyno-
mial interargument relation for p is a relation Rp = {(t1, ..., tn)|ti∈TermP ∧
ϕp(Pt1 , ..., Ptn

)}, where:

- ϕp(Pt1 , ..., Ptn
) is a formula in disjunctive normal form,

- each conjunct in ϕp is either Psi
≥APsj

, Psi
>APsj

, Psi
≤≥APsj

or Psi
‖≥A

Psj
,

where si, sj are constructed from t1, ..., tn by applying functors of P .

Rp is a valid polynomial interargument relation for p/n w.r.t. I iff for every
p(t1, ..., tn)∈AtomP : P |= p(t1, ..., tn) implies (t1, ..., tn)∈Rp.

Using the notions of rigidity and polynomial interargument relations w.r.t. a
polynomial interpretation, we obtain the central result of [18]:

Proposition 2. Let S be a set of atomic queries, P be a program and I be a
polynomial interpretation. For each predicate p in P , let Rp be a valid polynomial
interargument relation for p w.r.t. I. If I is rigid on Call(P, S) such that

- for any clause H←B1, ..., Bn,
- for any atom Bi in its body, such that rel(Bi)wrel(H),
- for any substitution θ, such that the arguments of the atoms in (B1, ..., Bi−1)θ

satisfy their associated polynomial interargument relations Rrel(B1), ..., Rrel(Bi−1),
we have: PHθ >A PBiθ,

then P left-terminates w.r.t. S.



3 Automating the Termination Proof

The automated termination procedure consists of the following steps:
First, borrowing the idea of the constraint-based approach in [9], we set up
a symbolic form for all concepts involved in Proposition 2: the polynomial in-
terpretation I , valid polynomial interargument relations and rigid acceptability.
The output is a set of conditions on polynomials.
Second, we transform all those conditions to Diophantine constraints, where
the variables are the coefficients of the polynomials in I .
Finally, we solve the above generated constraints by a Diophantine constraint
solver, resulting in an sufficient polynomial interpretation and a termination
proof, or no solution.
Note that we need to put a limit on the maximal degree of the polynomial as-
sociating with each function and predicate symbol, otherwise there will be no
finite general form of the polynomial norm associating with a term. Steinbach
in [22] proposed the following classes of polynomials, which are also used in this
work:

- Linear polynomial: each of its monomials contains at most one variable of
at most degree 1: P (X1, ..., Xn) = p0 +

∑n
k=1 pk ∗Xk

- Simple polynomial: its variables are of at most degree 1: P (X1, ..., Xn) =
∑

jk={0,1} pj1...jn
Xj1

1 . . .Xjn
n

- Simple-mixed polynomial: either a simple multivariate polynomial or a unary
polynomial of at most degree 2: P (X) = p2X

2 + p1X + p0

It is easy to see that amongst these polynomial classes, the simple-mixed is the
most general one. In the following part, we describe how to transform all ter-
mination conditions in Proposition 2 into polynomial constraints. We associate
linear polynomials with predicate symbols and simple-mixed polynomials with
function symbols in most examples to show the main idea of the approach.

3.1 Generating Conditions on Polynomials

Let us first consider the ”A-closedness under polynomial evaluation” condition
required for the polynomial interpretation. Let A = N\{0, . . . , µ− 1}, µ≥0, and
P (X1, . . . , Xn) be a polynomial associated with a predicate or function symbol.
The condition for P (X1, . . . , Xn) is satisfied if we have:

∀[X1, . . . , Xn∈A⇒ P (X1, . . . , Xn)∈A], in other words: P (X1, . . . , Xn)− µ≥A0

Example 4. Consider again Example 2. Let I be a polynomial interpretation
with A = N\{0, . . . , µ − 1} such that all polynomials associated with func-
tion symbols are simple-mixed and all polynomials associated with predicate
symbols are linear: Pperm(X1, X2) = p10X1 + p01X2 + p00, Pdel(X1, X2, X3) =
d100X1 +d010X2 +d001X3 +d000, Plist(X1, X2) = l11X1X2 + l10X1 + l01X2 + l00,



P[] = c[]∈A. The ”A-closedness under polynomial evaluation” condition for I is
guaranteed if the following constraints hold:

Ceval =















p10X1 + p01X2 + (p00 − µ)≥A0
d100X1 + d010X2 + d001X3 + (d000 − µ)≥A0
l11X1X2 + l10X1 + d01X2 + (l00 − µ)≥A0
c[] − µ≥A0

�

Second, we need the rigidity condition. Proposition 2 expresses that all elements
of Call(P, S) must be rigid w.r.t. I . Using the notion of rigid type graph in
Definition 6 and Proposition 1, we obtain the following proposition:

Proposition 3 (extended from [8]). Let P be a program and T = {Nodes,
ForArcs, BackArcs, Label, ArgPos} be a rigid type graph. Let I be a polynomial
interpretation of P and for any functor and predicate symbol g/k, let Pg(X1, .., Xk)

=
∑

0≤j1,...,jk≤Mg
gj1,...,jk

Xj1
1 Xj2

2 ...Xjk

k be a polynomial associated with g/k where

Mg≥0 is the largest possible degree of a variable in Pg(X1, . . . , Xk). If on each
critical path P of T there exists an arc (n1, n2), with Label(n1) = f/k and
ArgPos(n1, i) = n2 such that

∑

ji>0 fj1,...,jk
= 0, then all atoms t∈AtomP , that

are of the type T , are is rigid w.r.t. I.

Example 5. Reconsider Examples 3 and 4. From Figure 1 and Proposition 3, the
call set Call(P, S) is rigid w.r.t. I if the following system of equations holds:

Crigid =























p10 ∗ (l11 + l10) = 0
p01 = 0
d100 = 0
d010 ∗ (l11 + l10) = 0
d001 = 0

�

We also need to transform the condition of valid interargument relations into
polynomial constraints. Definition 10 gives a general form of polynomial inter-
argument relations. In this paper and in Polytool, we only allow linear interar-
gument relations [9], which are of the form:

Rp/n = {(t1, ..., tn)|
∑

i∈INp

pe
i Pti
≥A

∑

j∈OUTp

pe
jPtj

+ pe
0},

with pe
i∈N, i∈{1, ..., n}, INp and OUTp respectively the sets of input and output

argument positions of p/n. But because these are applied to polynomial inter-
pretations of terms, they still give rise to non-linear conditions in general.
Using the technique proposed in [8], INp and OUTp can be derived automat-
ically. In the method, only argument positions which are never called with a
free variable can be considered as ’input’, the others are ’output’. Proposition 2
states that all polynomial interargument relations must be valid. For inference of



a valid interargument interpretation, we use the technique proposed in [9] which
considers it a generalized (non-ground) interpretation, I, and generates condi-
tions on the symbolic coefficients of the polynomials by imposing that TP (I)⊆I.
Here, TP is the generalized (non-ground) immediate consequence operator of
[11].

Example 6. Reconsider Example 2. The method in [8] derives that INperm =
{1}, OUTperm = {2}, INdel = {2} and OUTdel = {1, 3}. Using the technique in
[9], the conditions for a valid interargument relation Rperm become:

pe
1c[]≥Ape

2c[] + pe
0 (3)

∀L, H, L1, T [de
2L ≥A de

1H+de
3L1 + de

0 ∧ pe
1L1 ≥A pe

2T + pe
0

⇓ (4)

pe
1L ≥A pe

2(l10H + l01T + l11HT + l00) + pe
0]

�

Finally, suppose that the rigidity and valid polynomial interargument conditions
are satisfied, the constraints for the polynomial ordering condition in Proposition
2 can be generated.

Example 7. We continue with Example 2. Since only clauses 1 and 2 are recur-
sive, we get two conditions. We only state the one for the permute predicate:

∀L, H, T, L1 [de
2L ≥A de

1H + de
3L1 + de

0

⇓ (5)

p10L + p01(l10H + l01T + l11HT + l00) + p00 >A p10L1 + p01T + p00]

�

3.2 Constraint Transformation

Note that our mission is to find a polynomial interpretation such that all con-
ditions generated in the previous section are satisfied. In other words, we have
to search for appropriate symbolic coefficients. One way to do it is to transform
all those polynomial conditions to a set of Diophantine constraints, in which the
old coefficients become the new variables. Here, a solution for these Diophantine
constraints is a sufficient condition for a termination proof of the program. This
section explains how to do this.
Observe that the right hand-side of the implication of (5) is of the form P1>AP2

and can be rewritten as P1 − 1≥P2. For example, condition (5) is rewritten as:

∀L, H, T, L1 [de
2L ≥A de

1H + de
3L1 + de

0

⇓

p10L + p01(l10H + l01T + l11HT + l00) + p00 − 1 ≥A p10L1 + p01T + p00]



Therefore, all conditions generated from valid polynomial interargument rela-
tions and polynomial ordering acceptability can take the following form:

∀[I1∧ . . .∧In ⇒ PH1
≥APH2

] with n≥0 (6)

where ∀ is the universal quantifier for all formula in the brackets [. . .], Ik is of
the form P1≥AP2 or P1≤≥AP2 where Pi, PH1

and PH2
are polynomials. When

there is no Ik in the left hand-side of the implication, it reduces to ’true’. For
example, ordering (3) in Example 6 is of this form.
First, we rewrite each conjunct Ik in the formula (6) as follows: if Ik≡(Pk1

≥APk2
)

or Ik≡(Pk1
≤≥APk2

) where Pk2
= aX + b, we rewrite it as Pk1

− b≥AaX or
Pk2
− b≤≥AaX . Otherwise, Ik is rewritten as Pk1

−Pk2
≥A0 or Pk1

−Pk2
≤≥A0.

Example 8. Condition (4) in Example 6 can be rewritten as:

∀[de
2L− de

1H − de
3L1 − de

0 ≥A 0 ∧ pe
1L1 − pe

0 ≥A pe
2T

⇓ (7)

pe
1L ≥A pe

2(l10H + l01T + l11HT + l00) + pe
0]

�

The substitution and evaluation rules stated below are very important because
they allow us to eliminate intermediate variables and introduce the necessary
success information available in the left hand-side of the implication to its right
hand-side.

Proposition 4 (substitution rule, extended from [9]).
Let ∀[I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ PH1

≥A PH2
] be a symbolic formula of form (6) and assume

that there exists an element Ik in the left hand-side of the implication such that
Ik≡(Pk1

≥AaX) or Ik≡(Pk1
≤≥AaX), for some k, 1≤k≤n. Then:

∀ [I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ PH1
≥A PH2

] if
∀ [I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ a ∗ PH1

≥A a ∗ PH2
{aX/Pk1

}]

where H/F denotes replacing H by F .

Proof. Since all coefficients of the monomials containing variable X in a ∗ PH2

are not negative and Pk1
≥AaX , then a ∗PH2

{aX/Pk1
}≥Aa ∗PH2

. This implies:
∀ [I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ a∗PH1

≥A a∗PH2
{aX/Pk1

}]⇒∀ [I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ PH1
≥A PH2

].
�

Proposition 5 (evaluation rule, extended from [9]).
Let ∀[I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ PH1

≥A PH2
] be a symbolic formula of form (6) and assume

that there exists an element Ik in the left hand-side of the implication such that
Ik≡(Pk1

≥A0) or Ik≡(Pk1
≤≥A0), for some k, 1≤k≤n. Then:

∀ [I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ PH1
≥A PH2

] if ∀ [I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ PH1
− Pk1

≥A PH2
]

where H/F denotes the replacement of H by F .



Let us discuss the role of the substitution rule by examining a clause of the form:

p(f(X)) : −r(X, Y ), p(g(X)).

Let I be a polynomial interpretation such that Pp(X) = p0 + p1X , Pf (X) =
f0+f1X +f2X

2, Pg(X) = g0+g1X +g2X
2 and Rr/2 = {(t1, t2)|re

1Pt1≥Are
2Pt2 +

re
0} be a valid polynomial interargument relation for r/2. Then, the following

polynomial constraint is derived:

re
1X≥Are

2Y + re
0⇒p0 + p1(f2X

2 + f1X + f0)>Ap0 + p1(g2Y
2 + g1Y + g0)

It is obvious that if nonlinear polynomials associated with f/1 and g/1 are
required, it is impossible to find suitable symbolic coefficients re

i , fi and gi such
that the above condition is satisfied without substituting Y in the right-hand
side of the implication by some expression of X . In this case, the substitution
rule is necessary.
For the evaluation rule, let us consider a clause of the following form:

p(f(X)) : −r(X, h(Y )), p(g(X)).

We define a polynomial interpretation I as Pp(X) = p0 + p1X , Pf (X) = f0 +
f1X + f2X

2, Ph(X) = h0 + h1X + h2X
2, Pg(X) = g0 + g1X + g2X

2, and
Rr/2 = {(t1, t2)|re

1Pt1≥Are
2Pt2 + re

0} a valid polynomial interargument relation
for r/2 with which the following constraint is induced:

re
1X≥Are

2(h2Y
2+h1Y +h0)+re

0⇒p0+p1(f2X
2+f1X+f0)>Ap0+p1(g2Y

2+g1Y +g0)

For this constraint, the substitution rule is inapplicable because the expression
containing Y in the left-hand side of the implication is not linear. Applying the
evaluation rule allows to infer a relation between the variables X and Y . Al-
though it is only a mere subtraction of the inequalities in the left-hand side from
the right-hand side of the implication, it actually looks for a suitable combina-
tion of the formulae in the left-hand side which derive the right-hand side.
Generally, substitution and evaluation rules are incomplete. Practically, they
seem to be very useful. The experimental results in Section 4 show that Polytool
can prove termination of most terminating examples.

Example 9. Applying the substitution rule to formula (7) in Example 8, the
following condition is derived:

∀[de
2L− de

1H − de
3L1 − de

0 ≥A 0 ∧ pe
1L1 − pe

0 ≥A pe
2T

⇓

pe
2p

e
1L ≥Ape

2(p
e
2l10H + l01(p

e
1L1 − pe

0) + l11H(pe
1L1 − pe

0) + pe
2l00) + pe

2p
e
0]

The evaluation rule is then applied for the above formula, resulting in a new
formula:

∀[de
2L− de

1H − de
3L1 − de

0 ≥A 0 ∧ pe
1L1 − pe

0 ≥A pe
2T

⇓ (8)

pe
2p

e
1L− (de

2L− de
1H − de

3L1 − de
0) ≥A

pe
2(p

e
2l10H + l01(p

e
1L1 − pe

0) + l11H(pe
1L1 − pe

0) + pe
2l00) + pe

2p
e
0]



�

We can use the following proposition to safely remove the left hand-sides of the
implications of form 6.

Proposition 6. Let ∀[I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ PH1
≥A PH2

] be a symbolic formula of
form (6). Then: ∀ [I1 ∧. . . ∧ In ⇒ PH1

≥A PH2
] if PH1

≥A PH2

By applying Proposition 6, we can transform all polynomial conditions of the
form (6) into polynomial constraints of the form P≥AQ, where P and Q are
polynomials with integer coefficients over the domain A. These constraints can
be rewritten into a normal form by moving all sub-expressions in the right hand-
side of ≥A to the left hand-side and then rewriting the sub-expressions in the
left hand-side into the form of distributive polynomials.

Example 10. Applying Proposition 6 to formula (7) in Example 9, we have:

pe
2p

e
1L− (de

2L− de
1H − de

3L1 − de
0) ≥A

pe
2(p

e
2l10H + l01(p

e
1L1 − pe

0) + l11H(pe
1L1 − pe

0) + pe
2l00) + pe

2p
e
0

By rewriting it into the normal form, the constraint becomes:

−HL1l11p
e
1p

e
2 + L(pe

2p
e
1 − de

2) + H(de
1 − (pe

2)
2l10 + pe

2l11p
e
0)

+ L1(d
e
3 − pe

2l01p
e
1) + (de

0 + pe
2l01p

e
0 − (pe

2)
2l00 − pe

2p
e
0) ≥A 0 (9)

�

Note that the constant symbols in the polynomial interpretation are mapped to
some constants in A = N\{0, . . . , µ−1} which may appear in the left hand-side of
the generated constraints. These constants, as the coefficients of the polynomials
in the polynomial interpretation, can be considered as variables that we need to
find a value for each of them in further steps. To make it easier to solve, it is
necessary to replace these constants by new ones so that all coeffcients and the
new constants are in the same domain of N.

Example 11. Reconsider example 6. Constraint (3) can be rewritten as pe
1c[] −

pe
2c[] − pe

0≥A0. By relacing c[] by a new constant c′[]≥0, a new constraint is
derived: pe

1c
′
[] − pe

2c
′
[] − pe

0 + pe
1µ− pe

2µ≥A0 �

3.3 Generating Polynomial Interpretations

In order to find a sufficient polynomial interpretation for termination proof, we
need to find a µ≥0 and a non-negative integer value for each symbolic coefficient
and constant in the interpretation such that all generated polynomial constraints
of the form P (X1, . . . , Xn)≥A0 in the previous section are satisfied.
In the context of termination analysis of Term Rewriting Systems, this problem
has been studied by several authors [3, 12, 13, 22]. In this paper, we apply the
method in [13].



Proposition 7 (adapted from [13]). A polynomial P (X1, . . . , Xn)≥A0, where
A = N\{0, . . . , µ−1| µ≥0}, iff polynomial Q(X1, . . ., Xn) = P (X1+µ, . . ., Xn+µ)
has non-negative coefficients only.

Therefore, to prove that there exists a domain A such that P is non-negative on
it, a heuristic is to first generate the polynomial Q w.r.t. a µ and find µ and the
symbolic coefficients such that all coefficients of Q are non-negative.

Example 12. Let P (H, L, L1) be the polynomial in the left hand-side of Con-
straint (9) over a domain A = N\{0, . . . , µ−1}. We define a polynomial Q(H, L, L1)
as follows:

Q(H, L, L1) = P (H + µ, L + µ, L1 + µ)

=−HL1l11p
e
1p

e
2 + L(pe

2p
e
1 − de

2) + L1(d
e
3 − pe

2l01p
e
1 − µl11p

e
1p

e
2) + H(de

1 − (pe
2)

2l10

− pe
2l11p

e
0 − µl11p

e
1p

e
2) + (de

0 + pe
2l01p

e
0 + (pe

2)
2l00 − pe

2p
e
0 − µ2l11p

e
1p

e
2 + µpe

2p
e
1

− µde
2 + µde

1 − µ(pe
2)

2l10 − µpe
2l11p

e
0 + µde

3 − µpe
2l01p

e
1)

The constraint P (H, L, L1)≥A0 is satisfied iff all coefficients in Q(H, L, L1) are
non-negative. For example, for the coefficient corresponding to the variable H ,
we need: de

3 − pe
2l01p

e
1 − µl11p

e
1p

e
2≥0. �

Applying the above technique allows us to transform all polynomial constraints
into Diophantine constraints. Combining with the rigidity constraints (for exam-
ple Crigid in Example 5), the problem now becomes solving a system of non-linear
Diophantine constraints with coefficients and µ as variables. The approach pro-
posed in [5] provides an effective solution for this problem. The first idea is to put
a arbitrary bound for values of each variable in the constraints (e.g. [0,B] where B
is a non-negative integer), to make it become an instance of the well-known finite
domain constraint satisfaction problems, which is studied intensively, especially
in the context of constraint logic programming.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We have implemented a system (Polytool)1 for automated termination proof
based on the approach. It is integrated in the system implementing the constraint-
based approach of [9] and consists of four parts. The first part is the type infer-
ence engine of Janssens and Bruynooghe [14], coded in MasterProlog (IT Masters
2000). Based on this system, given a program and a set of queries, the call set
is computed and the rigid type graph for each call pattern of the call set is gen-
erated. The second part, the core of the system, which generates the set of all
polynomial constraints, has been done in SICStus Prolog (SICS 3.12.2). Also the
third part, which normalizes the polynomial constraints and transforms them to
Diophantine constraints, is implemented in SICS 3.12.2. The final part is the
Diophantine constraint solver (CiME 2.02) of Contejean, Marché and Urbain

1 For the source code, please refer to: http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/∼manh/polytool



[5]. This part is written in Objective CAML (CAML 3.0.9). We have tested the
performance of the system on a number of examples, including benchmarks for
LP in Termination Problems Database [1] (Tables 1(b), 2, 3, 4 and 5), and ex-
amples collected from other sources (Table 1(a))2. The domain of all variables
in the generated Diophantine constraints is fixed to the set D = {0, 1, 2}. The
experiments have been performed using SICS 3.12.2, running on Intel Pentium
IV 2.80 MHz, 1Gb RAM, Debian Linux 2.6.8. We have also performed an exper-
imental evaluation on these examples with other systems, namely: the Hasta La
Vista [21], the TALP [19], and the TerminWeb analysers [24]. We do not provide
the running times of TALP and TerminWeb on the benchmarks because the
tests have been done via the HTTP protocol and there is no information about
the configuration of the servers on which these systems are installed. Only the
success or failure of these systems w.r.t. the examples is provided. For TALP,
polynomial interpretations are chosen. For Terminweb, all provided semilinear
norms, i.e., node-size, edge-size and list-length norms, are selected. In the tables,
the following abbreviations are used:
- ”Prog” and ”Query” refer to the tested program and the set of atomic
queries. Here, ’g’ and ’f’ denote a ground term and a free variable respectively.
- T1, T2 refer to the running time of Polytool and Hasta La Vista.
- R1, R2, R3 and R4 refer to the results given by the Polytool, Hasta La Vista,
TALP and TerminWeb. It contains the symbol ’+’ if the system reports termi-
nation, or the symbol ’-’ if the system fails to do so.
From the tables, Polytool seems to be quite powerful since it can prove termi-
nation of 66 out of 83 terminating cases, in comparison with the performance of
Hasta La Vista (53/83), TALP (59/83) and TerminWeb (50/83). For the running
times, Polytool is slower than Hasta La Vista in a large number of cases.

4.1 Comparison between Hasta La Vista and Polytool

Let us first compare the precision and efficiency between Polytool and Hasta
La Vista since these systems have a similar framework of the constraint-based
approach. From the theoretical point of view, for the benchmarks without meta-
predicates or arithmetic in them, termination analysis of Polytool is at least as
precise as the analysis of Hasta La Vista. The claim could come from the fact
that the approach based on polynomial interpretations used in Polytool can be
considered as a generalization of the semilinear norm based approach used in
Hasta La Vista. The results in Table 1(a) show that there is a class of examples
(e.g., ’dist’, ’der’, ’SK90 1’, ’taussky’, . . .), which can not be solved by Hasta La
Vista, but can be solved by Polytool.

Example 13. Consider again Example 1. With the analysis of Polytool, the fol-
lowing polynomial interpretation is produced: Pdist(X1, X2) = X1, P∗(X1, X2) =
2X1X2, P+(X1, X2) = X1 + X2 + 1, Px = 0, and a domain A = N. �

2 In the table, examples ’dist’, ’der’ were collected from [20], example ’taussky’
was introduced in [23]. The source of all these examples can be found in http://
www.cs.kuleuven.be/∼manh/polytool/new examples.zip



Prog Query T1 R1 T2 R2 R3 R4

dist dist(g,f) 0.47 + 0.26 - + -
der d(g,f) 20.02 + 0.25 - - -
boolexp cequiv(g) 43.54 - 0.27 - - -
car 1 div(g,g,f) 0.18 - 0.06 - - -
car 13 in(g,g,f) 0.06 - 0.04 - + -
fac TRS fac(g,f) 0.12 - 0.05 - - +
fward ins f(f,f,f) 0.03 - 0.01 - - -
SK90 1 p(g,f) 0.22 + 0.16 - - -
SK90 2 p(g,f) 0.68 - 0.35 - - -
SK90 3 sum(g,f) 0.13 + 0.44 + + -
SK90 4 p(g,f) 0.48 - 0.44 - + -
taussky p(g,f) 0.16 + 0.07 - + -
addmul p(g,f) 0.11 + 0.07 + - -
fibo p(g,f) 0.76 - 0.22 - + -
lamdacal g(g,g,f) 0.17 + 0.16 + - -
log-1 log(g,f) 1.33 - 0.16 - + -
average1 av(g,g,f) 0.31 + 0.04 - + -
average2 av(g,f,g) 0.11 + 0.04 - + +
flat flat(g,f) 0.5 + 0.05 - + -
queens queens(f) 7.21 + 0.65 + - +

(a) Variously collected examples

Prog Query T1 R1 T2 R2 R3 R4

ex1 p(f,g) 0.03 + 0.02 + + -
ex4 p1(g) 0.02 + 0.01 + + +
nat isNat(g) 0.02 + 0.04 + + +
nat nEq(g,g) 0.03 + 0.03 + + +
nat gt(f,g) 0.02 + 0.04 + - +
nat odd(g) 0.03 + 0.03 + + +
nat fac(g,f) 0.06 + 0.07 + + +
normal norm(g,f) 0.15 + 0.09 - + -
perm perm(g,f) 0.25 + 0.13 + + +
permute perm1(g,f) 0.08 + 0.08 + + +
permute perm2(f,g) 0.09 + 0.1 + + +
qsort qs(g,f) 2.37 + 0.14 + + -
t closure tc(g,f) 0.03 - 0.02 - + -
simple p(f,g) 0.02 + 0.03 + - -
gcd gcd(g,g,f) 0.03 - 0.03 - - +
palind palind(g) 0.05 + 0.05 + + +
slowsort sort(g,f) 0.1 + 0.08 + + +
flat flat(g,f) 0.73 + 0.08 - + -
div div(g,g,f) 0.09 + 0.09 + + +
remind rem(g,g,f) 11.35 - 0.08 - - +

(b) TALP examples

Table 1. Results on Termination Benchmarks

Observe that independence of whether we choose semilinear norms and level
mappings or polynomial interpretations, it still gives raise to nonlinear Dio-
phantine constraints in the final step. Therefore, the requirement for a fast and
effective nonlinear Diophantine constraint solver is necessary and CiME seems
to be a good selection. The only problem is, when the maximum degrees of
variables or the domain of each variable in the constraints increases, the perfor-
mance of the solver decreases considerably. A possible solution is to first apply
the INCLP(R) 3 implemented by De Koninck., L. [6] to narrow the domain
of each variable in the constraint set and then use CiME to solve it over the
narrowed domains in the following step.

Example 14. Consider the program ”normal” with the query set norm(g,f):

norm(F, N) : −rewrite(F, F1), norm(F1, N).

norm(a, a). rewrite(op(op(A, B), C), op(A, op(B, C))).

rewrite(op(A, op(B, C)), op(A, L)) : −rewrite(op(B, C), L).

For this example, both Polytool and Hasta La Vista produce nonlinear Diophan-
tine constraints, but only Polytool succeeds. If we take the constraints generated
by the Hasta La Vista as an input for CiME, it also gives a positive result. This
shows that the constraint solver implemented in CLPFD 4 used in Hasta La
Vista is not powerful enough to solve such constraint sets. �

3 Interval-based Nonlinear Constraint Logic Programming over the Reals
4 Constraint Logic Programming over Finite Domain



In Hasta La Vista, all constant symbols in the input program are mapped to
a same value (zero). Polytool, in contrast, maps different constant symbols to
different constants in A. This property allows it to solve examples where constant
symbols play an important role in termination behavior of the program. E.g.
Termination of the example ’pl2.3.1’ in table 3:

p(X, Z) : −q(X, Y ), p(Y, Z). p(X, X). q(a, b).

with the query set Q = p(g, f) can be verified by Polytool, but can not by Hasta
La Vista.
Another issue is the efficiency. Overall, Hasta La Vista is faster than Polytool
on a large number of benchmarks. A reason could be that termination analysis
based on polynomial interpretations increases the number of coefficients of the
polynomials associated with predicate and function symbols in the interpreta-
tions which are variables in the generated Diophantine constraints. This leads
to less efficiency of the Polytool.

4.2 Comparison between TALP and Polytool

A point of similarity between Polytool and TALP is that both systems use
polynomial interpretations as a basis for the termination proof. However, it is
applied indirectly in TALP: given a logic program and a query set, it first trans-
forms them to a TRS, while preserving the termination behavior of the original
program. A polynomial interpretation technique is then applied to analyse the
termination of the target TRS. A limitation of TALP is that only well-moded
logic programs are considered. The results in the tables show that there are a
number of examples, which are not well-moded for a specific query pattern, solv-
able by Polytool, not solved by TALP (e.g., ’pl1.1’ with query set ’append(g,f,f )’
in Table 3 and ’bad list’ with query set ’sublist(g,g)’ in Table 5).

4.3 Selection of the set A of a polynomial interpretation

Theoretically, the selection of the set A and of the polynomial interpretation does
not influence the correctness of the termination proof. The following proposition
explain this point.

Proposition 8. (see also [5]) Let I be a polynomial interpretation which is
sufficient for the termination proof of a program P w.r.t. a query set Q and
let A = N\{0, . . . , µ − 1}, µ≥0, be the corresponding set of natural numbers
in I. Then for any µ′≥0, there also exists a polynomial interpretation I ′ with
A′ = N\{0, . . . , µ′} which is sufficient for the termination proof of P w.r.t. Q.

Note that this is not exactly the same as the proposition stated in [5]: they fixed
the set A′ = N and used it for termination analysis of TRS. However, we can
extend it as above and apply it for termination analysis of LP. Practically, the
selection of A is important. The reason is that we have to fix the domains of the
variables in the generated Diophantine constraints (which are the coefficients of
the polynomials in the interpretation). Given a particular set A, the domains
may not be large enough to be able to find a suitable polynomial interpretation.



Example 15. Let us consider the example taussky (see also [15]).

q(mul(X, mul(Y, Z)), T ) : −q(mul(mul(X, Y ), Z), T ).

q(mul(e, e), e).

q(mul(X, i(X)), e).

q(i(mul(X, Y )), Z) : −q(mul(i(Y ), i(X)), Z).

q(g(mul(X, Y ), Y ), Z) : −q(f(mul(X, Y ), X), Z).

q(f(e, Y ), Y ).

For this example, if we fix A=N and the domain for the Diophantine con-
straint solver D = [0, 1, 2], Polytool produces no solution. If we relax A as
N\{0, . . . , µ − 1} with µ as a variable, the system provides the polynomial in-
terpretation: Pq(X1, X2) = X1, Pmul(X1, X2) = 2X1X2 + X2, Pi(X) = 2X2,
Pg(X1, X2) = 2, Pf (X1, X2) = 1, and a domain A = N\{0}. �

5 Conclusions

We have presented the development of an automated tool (Polytool) for termina-
tion proof of LP based on polynomial interpretations. It is a further extension of
the previous work in [18] as we aim at the implementation phase. It has required
an intensive work in coding, especially the construction for the symbolic form of
the polynomial constraints from the rigid acceptability conditions w.r.t. polyno-
mial interpretations and the transformation from the polynomial constraints to
the Diophantine constraints.
Our main contribution is the integration of a number of techniques including the
termination framework in [18], the type inference engine in [14], the constraint-
based approach in [9] and the Diophantine constraint solver in [5] to provide a
completely automated termination analyser.
We have also done an intensive experimental evaluation of Polytool and other
termination analysers such as Hasta La Vista, TerminWeb and TALP. It is shown
from the evaluation that Polytool is powerful enough to solve a large number
of terminating benchmarks. It can verify termination of a class of examples in
which nonlinear norms are required. In comparison with other tools, the result
shows that Polytool has a higher success rate.
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Appendix

More experimental evaluation are shown in the Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Prog Query T1 R1 T2 R2 R3 R4

list list(g) 0.01 + 0.01 + + +

fold fold(f,g,f) 0.03 + 0.01 + + +

lte goal 0.04 + 0.04 + + +

map map(g,f) 0.03 + 0.01 + + +

member mem(f,g) 0.03 + 0.01 + + +

merg merg(g,f) 1.01 + 0.37 + - -

merg ap merg(g,f,g) 300 - 0.82 - + -

naiv rev reverse(g,f) 0.04 + 0.03 + + +

ordered ordered(g) 0.05 + 0.05 + + +

overlap o lap(g,g) 0.03 + 0.03 + + +

perm perm(g,f) 0.45 + 0.11 + + +

qsort qs(g,f) 0.07 + 0.13 + + +

select select(f,g,f) 0.01 + 0.02 + + +

subset subset(g,g) 0.06 + 0.05 + + +

sum sum(f,f,g) 0.01 + 0.02 + + +

Table 2. Examples from Apt



Prog Query T1 R1 T2 R2 R3 R4

merge t merge(g,f) 0.36 + 0.42 + - -

pl1.1 append(g,f,f) 0.03 + 0.02 + - +

pl1.1 append(f,f,g) 0.03 + 0.03 + + +

pl2.3.1 p(g,f) 0.02 + 0.01 - + -

pl2.3.1 p(f,f) 0.01 - 0.01 - - -

pl3.5.6a p(f) 0.02 + 0.03 + - +

pl4.4.3 merge(g,g,f) 0.08 + 0.02 + + +

pl4.4.6a perm(g,f) 0.04 + 0.03 + + +

pl6.1.1 qsort(g,f) 1.12 + 0.19 + + -

pl7.2.9 mult(g,g,f) 0.03 + 0.03 + + +

pl7.6.2c reach(g,g,g,g) 4.87 - 0.22 - + +

pl8.2.1a merge(g,f) 0.43 + 0.26 - + -

pl8.3.1 minsort(g,f) 0.06 + 0.05 + - -

pl8.3.1a minsort(g,f) 0.05 + 0.07 + - +

pl8.4.2 e(g,f) 0.1 + 0.09 + + +

Table 3. Examples from Plumer

Prog Query T1 R1 T2 R2 R3 R4

som som(g,g,f) 0.04 + 0.03 + + +

NJ1 rev(g,f) 0.04 + 0.05 + + +

NJ2 f(g,g,f) 0.07 + 0.06 - + +

NJ3 ack(g,g,f) 0.16 - 0.1 - - +

NJ4 p(g,g,g,f) 0.05 + 0.03 + + +

NJ5 f(g,g,f) 0.04 + 0.05 - + +

NJ6 f(g,g,f) 0.1 + 0.07 + + +

Table 4. Terminweb examples

Prog Query T1 R1 T2 R2 R3 R4

bad list sublist(g,g) 0.04 - 0.04 - - -

quicksort qs(g,f) 112.7 + 0.35 + + -

queens queens(g,f) 0.25 + 0.5 + - +

rotate rotate(g,f) 0.05 + 0.05 + + +

sameleaves s leaves(g,g) 0.09 + 0.13 + + -

sublist sublist(g,g) 0.05 + 0.06 + + +

sublist1 sublist(g,g) 0.04 + 0.03 + + +

Table 5. Examples from Taboch


